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Summary - The development of a new phase-modulator
tube is described.
In a concentric structure of
conventional dimensions, a radial electron stream is
shaped into a wave-like pattern which progresses
continuously around the cathode. Phase shift, 12 to 16
times larger than in conventional modulators, is
produced by electro-magnetic deflection.
The failings of early models are analyzed and the steps are
reviewed which resulted in the development of a
satisfactory tube structure.
THE PHASITRON system of frequency modulation,
which has recently come into practical use, is based on a
new tube structure. It is the object of this paper to review
the development of this structure from its initial concept to
the point where all technical requirements for hi-h-fidelity
broadcasting as well as for communication transmitters
were met by laboratory models. The step from the
laboratory model to the production model and the design of
complete high-fidelity transmitters incorporating the new
modulator have already been described in the literature.[1]
Two different types of frequency-modulation transmitters
have heretofore been widely used, based on reactance
modulators and phase modulators. In transmitters using a
reactance modulator, devices are required for continuous
automatic correction of the aver age carrier frequency with
respect to a crystal oscillator The frequency actually
transmitted is then a function of the correction-system
parameters and is not solely dependent on the crystal
oscillator. Transmitters employing conventional phase
modulators use a total frequency multiplication of several
thousand times to obtain full rated deviation at the lowest
audio frequencies. This high factor of multiplication
requires two separate multiplier chains with frequency
conversion between them, involving large numbers of
tubes and circuits which present a number of problems
with respect to random noise and spurious beat notes.
While none of these difficulties could be regarded as
insurmountable, it appeared that crystal-controlled
frequency-modulation transmitters could be simplified and

perhaps improved in some respects if a phase modulator
were known which would produce phase excursions far in
excess of those obtainable with conventional modulators.
This thought stood at the beginning of the development.
Analysis of an idea by C. W. Carnahan, who had proposed
a mechanical phase modulator, indicated that inertia forces
would make such a device impractical if not impossible; it
appeared that only a vacuum tube could do the job. To
operate efficiently in connection with conventional circuits
and loads, such a tube would have to work with anode
voltages and currents comparable to common receiver
tubes.
It seemed that this could be most easily
accomplished if the usual concentric arrangement of anode
and cathode were retained.

Fig. 1-Original concept of the phasitron modulator: a
rotating bundle of electron beams.
With these rather broad directions in mind, let us now
study the fundamental concept of the new phase
modulator.
Let us assume that by some device in the black central
portion of Fig. 1 the electrons which fly radially, away
from the cathode are split into discrete radial beams-twelve
are shown in this figure - and that the first anode consists
of twelve bars, all connected. Let us further assume that
the device in the center rotates, with uniform speed, so that
the electron beams alternately hit the twelve bars which
constitute the first anode,

Fig. 4-Electrode structure of first operating model.
Fig. 2-Phase advanced 180 degrees by axial magnetic field.
or pass between them to strike the second anode which is a
full cylinder. The tuned circuit connected from plate to
plate is then excited at a constant frequency which depends
on the speed of rotation of the device in the center.
Now let us apply a magnet field parallel to the cylinder
axis. We can produce it by a concentric coil wound around
the tube, as shown in Fig. 2. All electron beams are now
deflected clockwise and thus advanced in the direction of
rotation, so that they strike all plate bars ahead of schedule.
In Fig. 2 the deflection has been made equal to the width of
one bar, so that the plate currents which drive the push-pull
circuit are advanced in phase by 180 degrees. If the
magnet field were reversed the deflection would be
counterclockwise and would retard the arrival of the beams
at the anodes. The amount of phase shift obtained for a
given plate voltage depends only on the magnetic field
intensity.

where most electrons strike will have traveled clockwise
by a corresponding angle; so, as the potentials travel
clockwise from wire to wire, we obtain the equivalent of a
rotating system of beams.
The rotating structure of electrostatic fields which
produces the electron beams might well be compared to,
the rotating magnetic field generated by the stator of a
slow-running three-phase motor. Such a stator has 3 N
poles, N being the number of cycles for one complete
revolution of the magnetic field.
Fig. 4 shows, schematically, the first tube actually built.
Its first anode had 12 bars, and the three-phase deflector
correspondingly consisted of three groups of 12 wires
each, or 36 in all. They were operated at a low positive
potential with the three-phase excitation superimposed.
Fig. 5 shows the first model, with the three-phase
connections led out at the top.

Fig. 3-Generation of rotating electron beams by a deflector
structure carrying three-phase potentials.
Let us now turn to the device in the center which generates
the rotating beams. Fig. 3 shows schematically a sector of
the first tube structure actually built. A cylindrical cathode
is surrounded by a number of parallel wires of smaller
diameter, arranged on a cylindrical surface around it.
These wires are consecutively numbered 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,
etc.; all "1's" are interconnected, as are all 2's and 3's. The
three groups are fed from a three-phase network which is
driven by a crystal oscillator. Fig. 3 shows conditions at an
instant when I is on its positive peak while 2 and 3 are
negative; the electrons passing around rods labeled "1" are
focused together and deflected away from rods 2 and 3.
Most of the current, therefore, flows to the first anode.
One third of a cycle later, rods 2 will be at their positive
peak while 3 and 1 will be negative, and the regions

Fig. 5-First operating model: connections to three-phase
deflector elements appear on top.

The tube was first tried out with a carrier frequency of 60
cycles. The push-pull output circuit was connected
through a transformer to the oscilloscope and the sweep
synchronized from one terminal of the three-phase input.
A coil was arranged around the tube to produce the axial
magnet field; it was fed from a variable direct current
supply so that the phase shift could be accurately plotted as
a function of current through the coil. Plus and minus 720
degrees-or plus and minus two complete cycles-were
obtained with this first tube.

Fig. 7-Comparison of desirable electron trajectories with
those probably produced in first model.
only about fifty microamperes of signal current was
obtained.
This low current efficiency caused a
considerable amount of hiss; the noise level was 58
decibels below full deviation, instead of 70 or more.
Fig. 6-Frequency-modulation broadcast transmitter,
showing (left to right): 235-kilocycle crystal, oscillator
tube, three-phase network, modulator tube with audio
deflection coil, push-pull output transformer, first doubler,
frequency multipliers to 45.1 megacycles.
Next, a complete frequency-modulation transmitter was
built (see Fig. 6), which consisted of a crystal oscillator on
235 kilocycles, a simple phase-splitting network, the
modulator tube, and a string of multipliers to reach the
final frequency of 45.1 megacycles.
The total
multiplication was only 192 times.
Using the full 720 degrees phase excursion, this transmitter
was capable of 75 kilocycles deviation at an audio
frequency of 30 cycles. A similar unit, using the same
multiplication, was built to operate as exciter for Zenith's
50,000-watt station, WWZR, and several successful test
transmissions were made over this station.
Only a fraction of one watt of audio power was needed for
the modulating coil. The inductance of this coil is
instrumental in obtaining constant frequency deviation
over the entire audio band; with a constant voltage applied
to the coil, this inductance tends to make the current, and
consequently the phase shift, inversely proportional to the
frequency of the audio signal. This is exactly the
characteristic required to obtain constant deviation.
The first model of the new modulator tube had several
failings. Most apparent was the low signal output: with
one milliampere direct current on each anode,

The low current efficiency-in this first tube was probably
caused by the fact that the action of its three phase
deflector electrode was far from ideal, even in theory. This
is illustrated in Fig. 7. The left half of this figure shows the
electron trajectories in that form which would have been
most desirable. The right half of the figure gives a greatly
simplified and schematized idea of the actual trajectories.
The strong aberrations which occurred close to the
deflector wires nearly destroyed the desired focusing
action and reduced the current efficiency considerably.
The same strong fields close to the deflector wires which
produced defocusing also gave rise to a second undesirable
effect: when a gradually increasing magnetic field was
applied to the tube, the phase shift did not rise strictly in
proportion but showed irregular deviations from the
desired linear relation.
Correspondingly, a small
incremental field produced varying amounts of phase shift
at different points of the field-versus-phase characteristic.
At low audio frequencies where large phase excursions are
required considerable distortion was caused by these
irregularities.
The observed type of distortion can be explained if the
tangential velocity of the electron beams is assumed to
vary from point to point along the periphery of the first
anode; for the electrical phase shift produced by a small
incremental field is proportional to the time interval in
which the beams, through their rotary motion, could cover
a portion of the periphery equal to that over which they are
deflected by the incremental field. Because it makes no
difference which part of a given anode bar an electron
strikes, the peripheral velocity matters only in the regions
of current transition-at the 24 edges of the 12 first-anode
bars.

If we assume an irregular distribution of tangential
velocities around the periphery, the average of the
velocities measured at the 24 edges may well be different
from the average taken over the whole periphery; then, if
we rotate the entire system of velocities by applying

in Fig. 8) is produced in the center plane between the two
rows, and if we plot this field at a given instant from left to
right along the center plane we find that it varies quite
smoothly, very much like a sine function. Because the
individual deflector wires are not in the immediate vicinity
of the center plane, their strong local fields can no longer
upset the smooth character of the field distribution.
To save time-consuming computation of the field along the
center plane, an electrolytic model was built as shown in
Fig. 9. On each of two bakelite bars, three bare wires were
wound interlaced.

Fig. 8-Schematic view of transverse deflector arrangement.
an axial magnetic field, those velocities appearing at the 24
edges-and consequently their average-are bound to vary.
In a position where this average is high, a larger
incremental field is required to produce a given increment
of phase.
There can be little-doubt regarding the existence of an
irregular distribution of tangential velocities in the tube
structure described. Cyclic variations (one cycle for each
deflector wire) were bound to be present, and because there
were 1'2 wires for every edge, all even harmonics of such
cyclic variations would appear in phase on all edges. More
detailed study of the distortion effect tended to verify the
above analysis. In the following we shall refer to this
effect as "structural distortion."
Two more tubes were built which differed from the first
only in detail. Their performance was quite similar.
If the new, phase modulator was to meet practical
requirements it seemed that the signal output would have
to be at least five times higher for the same direct current
on the plates, and the structural distortion would have to be
substantially suppressed. An entirely different deflector
system was needed which would produce a smoothly
rotating electrostatic field without noticeable speed
variations from point to point.
Fig. 8 illustrates the principle of a new deflector system
designed to produce such a field. Two rows of short
parallel wires face each other across a center plane. Each
row consists of three groups which are interlaced and
connected to a three-phase supply as before. The direction
in which the voltages travel is the same in both rows, but
the wires "I" in one row face the middle between the wires
"2" and '3" in the other. A transverse electric field (vertical

Fig. 9-Electrolytic model for the study of transverse
deflectors.
Three stationary voltages, corresponding to an
instantaneous condition of a three-phase system, were
applied to the wires on each bar. The short portions of
these wires which faced each other across the gap
represented the deflector elements shown schematically in
Fig. 8. A two-element probe was moved along the gap
between the bars by means of a lead screw. The two
elements were positioned symmetrically on a line
perpendicular to the center plane, and the potential of each
element was plotted with reference to the three-phase
neutral. Fig. 10 shows one of these plots, which not only
proved that a field distribution closely approaching a sine
function could be produced but also yielded data on the
intensity of the transverse field as a function of
configuration.
To utilize a deflection system of this new kind in a
concentric tube structure, the two parallel rows of short
wires had to be bent so as to form two parallel coaxial
circles, and the electron flow had to be so arranged that all
electrons would travel radially and pass near the center
plane between the two deflectors.@ This led to the concept
illustrated in Fig. 1 1. The electrons are shown here in the
shape of a sharp-edged disk from which one quarter has
been cut away so that the lower deflector becomes partly

visible. The electrons fly along radial lines until they pass
between the two deflectors; here they are deflected upward
or downward according to the wave-shaped transverse
field; and as this field travels around the cathode, so do the
waves in the electron disk.

So far, the last two figures merely represent a mental
concept. To make the electrons actually travel along such
trajectories that they pass near the center plane and come to
a line focus on the periphery,

Fig. 10-Potential plot obtained with the electrolytic model
shown in Fig. 9.
It is essential for the proper function of this deflector
system that most electrons pass near the center plane and
that the deflector wires with their strong local fields remain
substantially outside the disk-shaped electron stream.
The black and white fields marked A and B represent
portions of the first and second anode, respectively. The
white fields correspond to windows in the first anode, and
in the position shown in Fig. 11 there is one window
visible above each valley in the electron

Fig. 12-Electron-beam configuration in the presence of an
axial magnet field.
we must add an electron-optical system. The problem is
not too difficult because accurate focusing as in a cathoderay tube is not needed. Fundamentally, we need an
electron gun developed into a full circle. Again, the
electrolytic model method was used to arrive at a useful
arrangement. Because only radial and axial fields exist in
a concentric structure, a thin wedge-shaped sector will
suffice for a model. This has been well-known for some
time. [2]
Fig. 13 shows the potential distribution plotted with such a
wedge model.

Fig. 11-Transverse deflection produced in a disk formed by
electrons traveling radially.
disk, and another window hidden below each peak. As
shown more clearly in the schematic sector on the lower
right of the figure, the thin edge of the ruffled disk strikes
only full portions of the first anode at this moment, and no
current flows through the windows to the second anode. If
a modulating magnet field of proper size is applied at this
instant, the picture changes as shown in Fig. 12; all current
now flows to the second anode and the phase is advanced
180 degrees.

Fig. 13-Potential plot obtained with electrolytic wedge
model of.a tube structure intended to produce the
configuration shown in Fig. 11.
The deflectors are here regarded as solid surfaces. The
anode (not visible in this figure) would be somewhat
farther to the right. Two electron trajectories are drawn in
to show that they have the desired character; their shape
was found by geometrical construction. A number of such
plots were made, varying the ratio of potentials on first
focus, deflector electrodes, and anode. It was found that

the deflectors had to be longer in the direction of electron
travel than had been anticipated; but instead of making the
little wires longer, a solid ring was laid around each
deflector electrode and the two rings brought out to a
separate contact.
Fig. 14 shows the tube layout which resulted from these
plots. Around the cathode there are two cylinders -the first
focusing electrode.

Fig. 14-Section of improved tube structure. Modulating
flux is concentrated between edges of second focusing
electrodes.

metal fins, 12 to each anode, all lying in one cylindrical
plane and properly interconnected.
Results with the new model were most encouraging. With
careful adjustment of the focusing potentials the structural
distortion could be almost entirely eliminated; current
efficiency was improved by a factor of three or four, and
the hiss level was reduced by a much larger factor,
probably because the electron stream was no longer
intercepted by a positive grid. With a total multiplication
of 192 times, the hiss was now more than 70 decibels
below full deviation.
The new modulator operated with very low distortion
down to about 100 cycles. But at the very large phase
excursions required for 50 cycles at this low multiplication,
nonlinear distortion appeared. It was mostly of the thirdharmonic type, quite similar to that which conventional
phase modulators produce when they are used over too
wide an angle. Fig. 16 shows the geometrical reasons for
this type of distortion; for large deflections, the arc which
the electron trajectories cover on the periphery of the tube
increases faster than the angle of deflection, so that the
graph of phase shift versus magnet field becomes steeper
in the regions of large phase shift.

Next come the two deflectors which carry the short radial
wires; they are surrounded by the two rings just mentioned,
called the second focusing electrode. These rings are made
of soft iron and continued outside the supporting micas by
more soft iron; they help to concentrate the modulating
magnet field into a narrow region, as indicated by the
dotted lines. Finally, the anodes A and B terminate the
concentric structure.
Fig. 16-Nonlinearity at large phase excursions. Distortion
is reduced by concentrating the region where deflection
occurs.
The figure also shows that it is better to concentrate the
'magnet field close to the center, rather than spread it out
over the whole tube. It was for this reason that the second
focusing electrodes were made of soft iron.
Fig. 15-Three-phase deflector electrode, mounted together
with first and second focusing electrodes. Two such
assemblies faced each other in the completed tube.
Fig. 15 shows one of the deflectors with the 36 short radial
wires and the first and second focusing electrodes mounted
on one mica.
In the first tube of this new kind, the checkerboard pattern
of anode fields A and B was made up of 24 rectangular

To suppress the nonlinearity just explained, a number of
methods were open. The most straightforward solution
would consist in introducing a controlled amount of
saturation into the magnetic path so that strong fields
would be reduced by just the right amount. Another
solution consists in driving the deflection coil from a pair
of pentodes in push -pull, so adjusted that their combined
transconductance is peaked at the operating point. With a
modulator built according to this idea, total distortion at 50
cycles and full deviation could be reduced to 1.35 per cent
with a multiplication of only 192 times.
The

corresponding phase excursion was plus and minus 430
degrees.
In the further course of the development, the hiss level was
reduced to such an extent that, at the present time, it is
considered more convenient to double the multiplication
and dispense entirely with any artificial means of
linearization.
A few words about the circuits used to produce the threephase excitation might be in order at this point. Originally,
the simple resistance-capacitance network on the right in
Fig. 17 had been used in all experiments.

Fig. 18-Arrangement of first anode, suppressor, and second
anode in last experimental model.

Fig. 19 shows an X-ray photograph of this last
experimental model. The two deflectors with their little
wires, the outer focusing rings with their magnetic
extensions, the checkerboard fields of the first anode,

Fig. 17-Networks for generating three-phase potentials.
Later it was found that good wave form on the deflector
electrodes was important for reducing distortion to a
minimum, and the network on the left, derived from the
well-known Scott circuit, was substituted.
The tube described above might have been used in
frequency-modulation broadcast transmitters, but its output
level was still inconveniently low, and certainly too low for
use in communication transmitters. Checking into the
causes for the low output, it was found that there existed a
resistance of only, about 10,000 ohms between the two
anodes, evidently as a consequence of secondary emission.
Such secondary emission would reduce the radiofrequency component of the anode current, even without
load, because the anode struck by more electrons would
also emit more secondaries. In addition, only lowimpedance load circuits could be used. In the first tube of
the new kind the anode fields A and B were arranged side
by side, and a direct-current voltage applied between them
would only draw all current to the more positive anode. A
different anode structure appeared necessary to suppress
secondary emission effects.
A tube was then built with an anode structure as shown in
Fig. 18. This, in effect, is a return to the original model in
which holes in the first anode represented the active parts
of the second; but this time, a helical suppressor was set
between the two anodes.

Fig. 19-X-ray view of last experimental model. Electrodes
inside the suppressor helix may be identified by
comparison with Fig. 14.
and finally the suppressor and the second anode appear in
this picture. The current efficiency of this tube was several
times that of the previous model; the signal component was
equal to more than half the direct current on each plate.
The output impedance was several megohms. The hiss
level, with a multiplication of 192 times, could not be
measured accurately; with twice that multiplication, it was
found to be 78 decibels below full deviation.
The large output from this tube made it possible to use it in
a communication transmitter (see Fig. 20). Here, a crystal
oscillator was used to drive a three phase network at 8.37
megacycles. In the output from the phase-modulator tube,
a high-inductance permeability-tuned load circuit delivered
30 volts into the grid of a 6AC7 tube operating as
quadrupler.

Fig. 20-33-megacycle communication transmitter using
experimental phasitron tube.
More than sufficient power was available in the quadrupler
output to drive an 815 dual beam tetrode at 33.5
megacycles. The whole transmitter had only four tubes.
At this point, it seemed that the project had grown beyond
the purely experimental stage. Its further development was
then taken over by F. M. Bailey and H. P. Thomas, of the
General Electric Company.
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